Sam Houston EC Uses DFA Technology to Detect and Locate Failed Arrester
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Sam Houston Electric Cooperative recently used Distribution Fault Anticipation (DFA) technology to detect and efficiently
locate a failed lightning arrester, enabling its replacement. Failed arresters can reduce a line’s surge suppression capability,
affect service reliability, cause future short circuits, and create a risk of wildfire ignition.
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The circuit in question is a long, rural circuit with multiple branches and 120 total miles of primary line. Upon receiving
DFA-based notification that the likely cause of the fault was catastrophic failure of a lightning arrester, the Co-op used DFAgenerated parameters, along with their electronic circuit model to predict the location of the failed arrester. A Sam Houston
EC crew was dispatched with instructions to target a specific portion of the circuit, looking for a failed arrester, which they
found with minimal time and effort. Absent DFA-based notification, there would have been no compelling reason to
investigate the temporary fault, and consequently the failed arrester would have remained undiscovered.
Headquartered in Livingston, Texas, Sam Houston Electric Cooperative serves more than 71,000 consumers in ten counties. Sam Houston is
installing DFA technology on ten distribution lines in conjunction with the Texas Power Line-Caused Wildfire Mitigation project.

